January "Communist" Splendid Number for Guide to Action

The January "Communist" is worth of special notice. It has not only been widely read in the East and West, but also widely distributed. It is a splendid number for any guide to action.

NANNING GOVT. TROOPS FLOCK TO RED ARMY

The mighty struggle of the Nanning government troops to crush the Red army is being supported by the whole people of China. This struggle is a great historical event.

SOUTHERN WORKER

The Southern Worker is a weekly newspaper published in Chattanooga, Tennessee, by the Communist Party of the United States. It is known for its radical and socialist content.

Labor Fakers Aid Ky-Tenn Gun Thugs

COTTSBORO APPEAL RAISES QUESTION OF NEGROES ON JURY

The labor fakers in the South are aiding the gun thugs in the Tennessee-Kentucky area. The Cottsboro Appeal has raised the question of negroes on juries.

World War Looms as Bandit Powers Clash in Far East; Demand U.S. Withdrawal Arm.

The world war is looming as bandit powers clash in the Far East. The demand for U.S. withdrawal from the Far East is growing.

BosSES' WIFE CHEATS GIRL WHO WORKED AT ONE PLACE SIX YEARS

The boss's wife cheats the girl who worked at one place six years. The girl is left with nothing.

Funds Needed for Special K. Paper Coming Next Week

Funds are needed for the special K. paper coming next week. The paper will be published in Chattanooga.

Maryland Slavery At Point of Gun

Maryland slavery is at the point of a gun. The state is being threatened with the use of armed forces.

Knoxville Central Labor Body Helps United Mine Workers Officials Fight Ky. Strikers

The Knoxville Central Labor Body is helping the United Mine Workers officials fight the Kentucky strikers.

Injunction Against Kentucky Miners By Federal Judge

An injunction against the Kentucky miners by a federal judge is being sought.

Lanexay, Miners on the Point of a Gun

Lanexay, Miners on the Point of a Gun. The miners are being threatened with a gun.

Knoxville Labor Fakers

Knoxville Labor Fakers. They are aiding the gun thugs in the South.

END
Relief is urgently needed by the Kentucky miners as New Orleans rallies to support Kentucky strikers

Tobacco Trust Richer; Farmers Starving

The New York Times of Brooklyn, in a weekly newspaper which appears in the city of New York, states that the tobacco trust is richer than ever in 1932. The article also states that the farmers are starving because of the low prices of tobacco.

5-Year Plan in Leningrad Helps Police

On December 31, the Leningrad police were able to report a decrease in crime due to the implementation of the 5-year plan. The police chief stated that the plan has been successful in reducing the number of crimes in the city.

Stool Pigeon at Bus Depot Helps Police

By Warren Correspondent

Who is the stool pigeon at the bus depot? It's a mystery that has puzzled the police for months. The person has been spotted numerous times, but no one has been able to identify them.

Flood Waters Now Exceeding 1927 Disaster for Ky. Miners

New Orleans—Thousands of Kentucky miners have been displaced by the flood waters that have now exceeded those of 1927. The miners are demanding help from the government to alleviate their suffering.

Flugge Watermark in Campaign for Ky. Miners & Class Prisoners

By a Worker Correspondent

The Flugge Watermark has been actively campaigning for the release of the Kentucky miners and the reduction of class prisoners. The organization has been holding rallies and distributing literature to raise awareness.
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NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCILS GET jobLESS HELP

By George S. Decker

The council was formed to provide assistance to jobless workers. The council has been successful in providing jobs to many people in the community.
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LORD, no!—More than 1,000 workers were out on strike in the city of New York. They were employed as policemen and were demanding higher wages.
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MANIFESTO OF THE LEAGUE OF STRUGGLE FOR NEGRO RIGHTS
ON CASE OF SCOTTSDALE BOY CUSTODIAL CASE

February 24, 1932

The League of Struggle for Negro Rights, in order to give the Negro people a clear understanding of the acute and growing class struggle in Scottsdale, Arizona, and to place the case before the public as a family, thus making it abundantly clear that the workers of all races and nationalities are fighting for a better life for all, has decided to issue a manifesto on the Scottsdale Boy Custodial Case.

We believe that the Scottsdale Boy Custodial Case is one of the most significant issues of our time. It is a struggle between the working class and the ruling class, between the masses and the bourgeoisie. It is a struggle for the right to live, to work, to love, to be free.

The case involves the deprivation of the Scottsdale Boy Custodial Case, a child of the working class, by a representative of the ruling class, the judge of Scottsdale.

We are convinced that the Scottsdale Boy Custodial Case is not an isolated incident. It is part of a larger struggle, a struggle that is being fought all over the country, a struggle that is being fought by the poor and the working class against the rich and the bourgeoisie.

We demand the immediate release of the Scottsdale Boy Custodial Case, and we call upon all workers, regardless of race or nationality, to join the struggle for the rights of all children.

We believe that the Scottsdale Boy Custodial Case is not just a local issue, but a national issue. It is a struggle for the right to live, to work, to love, to be free. It is a struggle for justice.

We call upon all workers, regardless of race or nationality, to join the struggle for the rights of all children.